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Abstract
Summarization evaluation remains an open
research problem: current metrics such as
ROUGE are known to be limited and to correlate poorly with human judgments. To alleviate this issue, recent work has proposed evaluation metrics which rely on question answering
models to assess whether a summary contains
all the relevant information in its source document. Though promising, the proposed approaches have so far failed to correlate better
than ROUGE with human judgments.
In this paper, we extend previous approaches
and propose a unified framework, named
QU E S TEV A L.
In contrast to established
metrics such as ROUGE or BERTScore,
Q U E S T E V A L does not require any groundtruth reference. Nonetheless, Q U E S T E V A L
substantially improves the correlation with human judgments over four evaluation dimensions (consistency, coherence, fluency, and relevance), as shown in extensive experiments.
We make code and models available.1

1

large-scale summarization datasets, the correlation
of standard automatic evaluation metrics with human judgments is low (Louis and Nenkova, 2013).
Furthermore, since a summary must be shorter than
the corresponding source document, information
selection (Li et al., 2018) is critical so that the
summary only contains the salient contents from
its source document. For these reasons, n-gram
based metrics, such as ROUGE (Lin, 2004), are
known to poorly reflect human preference (Louis
and Nenkova, 2013; Novikova et al., 2017; Paulus
et al., 2017; Bhandari et al., 2020). Finally, it is crucial for an effective summarization to generate texts
that are factually consistent with their source documents. However, this aspect is not measured by
n-grams based metrics. Notably, while recent stateof-the-art generative models (Lewis et al., 2019;
Zhang et al., 2019a) produce fluent summaries,
they frequently contain false or unsupported information (Kryściński et al., 2019), a phenomenon
also known as neural hallucination (Rohrbach et al.,
2018; Zhao et al., 2020).

Introduction

To overcome these limitations, a new approach
to evaluate summarization systems has recently
The reliability of automatic evaluation metrics is
emerged, based on question generation (QG) and
an important factor for progress in artificial intellianswering (QA) (Chen et al., 2017; Scialom et al.,
gence tasks, enabling the comparison and improve2019; Eyal et al., 2019). These metrics measure
ment of the proposed systems. The design of relito which extent a summary provides sufficient inable metrics for natural language generation (NLG)
formation to answer questions posed on its corresystems is very challenging, and still an open responding source document. They can be used to
search problem: Novikova et al. (2017) and Peyrard
assess the factual consistency (i.e. precision) (Dur(2019) showed that current metrics do not correlate
mus et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020) or the relevance
well with human judgments, and argued for the
(i.e. recall) (Scialom et al., 2019) of the evaluated
development of new evaluation metrics.
summary, with respect to its source document. AlAmong NLG tasks, summarization is one of the
though these works have introduced an interesting
most difficult to evaluate automatically. For a given
and novel method to evaluate summarization, with
document, the number of possible correct outputs
encouraging preliminary results, none of those metis much larger than for other tasks such as machine
rics is found to perform better than ROUGE (Fabbri
translation. Thus, when only a single reference
et al., 2020): automatic evaluation of summarizasummary is given – as is typically the case for
tion systems remains an open research problem
1
https://github.com/ThomasScialom/QuestEval
(Kryscinski et al., 2019).
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Figure 1: Illustration of the Q U E S T E V A L framework: the blue area corresponds to the precision-oriented framework proposed by Wang et al. (2020). The orange area corresponds to the recall-oriented SummaQA (Scialom
et al., 2019). We extend it with a weighter component for an improved recall (red area). The encompassing area
corresponds to our proposed unified approach, Q U E S T E V A L .

Inspired by these works, and motivated to take
up the challenge of summarization evaluation, we
propose Q U E S T E V A L , a new reference-less metric,
which is found to improve the correlation with humans judgments. Our contributions are as follows:
• We show that, by unifying the precision and
recall-based QA metrics, we obtain a more
robust metric;
• We propose a method to learn the saliency of
the generated queries, allowing to integrate
the notion of information selection;
• We evaluate Q U E S T E V A L on two corpora containing annotated summaries from
CNN/Daily Mail and XSUM datasets. The
proposed metric obtains state-of-the-art results in terms of correlation with humans judgments, over all the evaluated dimensions. Notably, Q U E S T E V A L is effective at measuring
factual consistency, a crucial yet challenging
aspect for summarization.

2

Related Work

Agarwal, 2007), but none of them correlates better with humans according to SummEval, a recent
large study conducted by Fabbri et al. (2020).
Recent works have leveraged the success of pretrained language models. Zhang et al. (2019b) proposed BERTScore, which uses BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) to compute a similarity score between the
reference and the evaluated text. However, its performance is similar to that of ROUGE (Fabbri et al.,
2020). Several works have explored using natural
language inference (NLI) models to evaluate the
factual consistency of summaries (Kryściński et al.,
2019; Falke et al., 2019; Maynez et al., 2020), finding mixed results in using NLI models rather than
QA models.
Content Weighting Information selection is crucial in summarization: a good summary should contain only relevant facts. However, very few methods have been proposed to tackle this aspect; all
the aforementioned metrics only reflect implicitly
information selection, trough the gold-reference.
Xu et al. (2020) proposed to explicitly model it via
a function that weights the source document tokens.
As opposed to our proposed weighting method, Xu
et al. (2020) function requires the ground truth and
thus is not suited to a reference-less scenario.

Summarization Metrics The most popular evaluation metric for summarization is ROUGE (Lin,
2004), which computes the recall of reference ngrams in the evaluated summary. Other n-grams
based metrics have been proposed such as CIDEr
QA-Based Metrics QA-based approaches for
(Vedantam et al., 2015) and METEOR (Lavie and
summary evaluation were proposed a decade ago
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by Clarke and Lapata (2010) for human evaluation.
Chen et al. (2017) and Eyal et al. (2019) proposed
to automate this approach by automatically generating questions from the reference summary. Scialom
et al. (2019) extended these works by generating
the questions from the source document, probing
the output summary for information retrieved from
the input text (a recall-oriented approach). However, by weighing each question equally, their approach lacks a way to select questions that reflect
the most important information of the input.
Conversely, Wang et al. (2020) and Durmus et al.
(2020) proposed to generate questions from the
evaluated summary. These methods are precision
oriented, since they measure the amount of information in the evaluated summary that are supported
by the input text. We show in this paper that combining these recall and precision approaches leads
to an improved metric.

3.2

For the QG component, we draw on recent work
on neural answer-conditional question generation
(Zhou et al., 2017). The component also consists of
a T5 model, finetuned to maximize the likelihood of
human questions, given the corresponding answer
and source document.
At test time, given a source document or generated summary, we first select a set of answers from
the text to condition the QG model on. Following Wang et al. (2020), we consider all the named
entities and nouns from the source document as answers. Then, for each selected answer, we generate
a question via beam search.2
We filter out every question for which the QA
model predicts an incorrect answer. Based on this,
we denote QG (T ) the set of question-answer pairs
(q, r) for a text T such that QA (T, q) = r.

4
3

A Question-Answering based
Framework

This paper introduces the Q U E S T E V A L framework
for evaluating summarization systems, which accounts for both factual consistency and relevance
of the generated text, without requiring any human
reference. Q U E S T E V A L consists of a QG component QG and a QA component QA , described in
this section and depicted in Figure 1.
3.1

Question Answering

Question Generation

The Q UEST E VAL metric

In the following, D and S are two sequences of
tokens with D denoting the source document and
S the corresponding evaluated summary.
4.1

Precision

A summary is deemed inconsistent w.r.t. its source
text if, given a question, the answer differs when
conditioned on S or D. Therefore, we define the
precision score for the evaluated summary as:
P rec(D, S) =

1
|QG (S)|

X

F 1(QA (D, q), r)

(q,r)∈QG (S)

(1)

Recently, there has been significant progress on
factoid question answering, with models obtaining
human-level performance on benchmarks such as
SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). Leveraging on
these advancements, our QA component consists of
a pretrained T5 model (Raffel et al., 2019), which
extracts answers from a source document given a
question to answer. In the following, we refer to
QA (r|T, q) as the probability of the answer r to
question q on a text T , and QA (T, q) as the answer
greedily generated from the model.

The F1 score is a standard metric for evaluating
factoid question answering models, and measures
the overlap between the predicted answer and the
corresponding ground truth. It outputs 1 for an exact match between both answers and 0 if there is
no common token. This definition of factual consistency corresponds to the frameworks proposed
by Wang et al. (2020) and Durmus et al. (2020).
4.2

Recall

While a summary should contain only factual inforWhen a summary is evaluated, there is no guarmation (precision), it should also contain the most
antee that it contains the answer. Therefore, it is
important information from its source text (recall).
crucial for the QA model to be able to predict when
Extending Scialom et al. (2019) by introducing a
a question is unanswerable. Our QA component
2
thus includes the unanswerable token, that we deWe experimented with nucleus sampling (Holtzman et al.,
note , among its possible outputs.
2019) to increase diversity of the questions, with no success.
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query weighter W , we define recall as:
P
Rec(D, S) =

concerns recall, and therefore is not applied when
computing precision.

W (q, D)(1 − QA (|S, q))

q,r∈QG (D)

P

W (q, D)

(2)

q,r∈QG (D)

where QG (D) is the set of all question-answer
pairs for the source text D, and W (q, D) is the
weight of query q for text D.
Answerability and F1 Factoid question answering models are commonly evaluated using F1 score,
measuring the overlap between the predicted answer and the corresponding ground truth (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). However, an answer could be
correctly expressed in different ways, e.g. “ACL”
and “Association for Computational Linguistics”.
Unfortunately, the F1 score is 0 in this example.
To sidestep this issue, Scialom et al. (2019) use
the QA confidence of answerability, i.e. 1 − QA (),
rather than F1 score. Defining recall this way allows to measure answerability independently of
the way the answer is expressed, but does not take
into account possible model hallucinations, i.e. the
summary could answer the question incorrectly.
Conversely, when we assess factual consistency,
it is not enough for a question from the summary
to be answerable from the source document. The
two answers to this question should also share the
same meaning to be factually consistent. While
using answerability allows for more true positives
(e.g. “ACL” in the example above), for precision it
is crucial to detect true negatives. This motivates
our use of the F1 score in this case, similar to Wang
et al. (2020).

4.3

Unifying Precision and Recall

The final Q U E S T E V A L score accounts for both
the precision and recall by computing their harrec·Rec
monic mean (i.e. the F-Score): 2 PPrec+Rec
. The
Q U E S T E V A L score is thus directly comparable
with existing evaluation metrics, such as ROUGE
or BLEU, as it lies in the same numerical range.

5
5.1

Experiments
Summarization Datasets

To evaluate Q U E S T E V A L , we measure its correlation with human judgments on different datasets:
SummEval Released by Fabbri et al. (2020), it
is one of the largest human-annotated datasets for
summarization. Derived from CNN/Daily Mail
(Nallapati et al., 2016), it consists of 12,800 summary level annotations. To ensure diversity, the
summaries were generated from 16 different summarization models, including extractive and abstractive architectures. To assess quality, three experts annotated four dimensions: i) Consistency:
the proportion of facts in the summary corresponding to facts in the original text; ii) Coherence: how
well-structured and well-organized is the summary;
iii) Fluency: how fluent the summary is to read;
and, iv) Relevance: the ratio between important
and excess information in the summary.3
QAGS-XSUM Wang et al. (2020) released a subset of 239 BART outputs fine-tuned on XSUM
(Narayan et al., 2018).4 Three annotators measured
the consistency of each summary.

Query Weighting In Scialom et al. (2019), all
questions are considered equally important, i.e.
5.2 Question Answering & Generation
the weight W (q, D) = 1 for every query q ∈
QG (D). However, since a summary necessarily To train our QG and QA models, we used the
has a constrained length, an effective summary
SQuAD-v2 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) factoid quesshould contain the most important information
tion answering dataset: it is composed of (parafrom the source. To account for this, we introduce
graph, question, answer) triplets, and includes
a question weighter, which is trained to distinguish
unanswerable questions. Note that QG can be seen
important questions from anecdotal ones. We lever- as the dual task for QA: any QA dataset can be used
age existing summarization datasets to create train- for QG by switching the generation target from the
ing data for the weighter: given a source document
answer to the question.
D, each question q ∈ QG (D) is labeled as imporLastly, we found it helpful to train our QA model
tant if the corresponding human summary contains
using additional synthetic unanswerable questions.
the answer, as computed by the QA component
3
See 4.3 Human Annotations in Fabbri et al. (2020) for
applied on the summary (i.e. QA (S, q) 6= ).
more details.
4
W (q, D) denotes the probability that q is imporNote that XSUM provides more abstractive summaries
tant for D. Note that the question weighter only
than those of CNN/Daily Mail.
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ROUGE-1
ROUGE-L
METEOR
BLEU
BERTScore-f

#Ref
11
11
11
11
11

Consistency
18.1
15.7
3.3
17.5
20.3

Coherence
20.1
15.6
2.9
22.
18.5

Fluency
14.9
13.8
7.1
13.7
21.6

Relevance
35.6
33.4
-0.5
35.6
31.9

Average
22.2
19.6
3.2
22.2
23.1

ROUGE-1
ROUGE-L
BLEU
BERTScore-f

1
1
1
1

11.0
8.2
8.9
8.7

9.8
7.3
3.9
9.8

7.5
5.7
4.0
10.6

18.9
13.5
12.7
17.9

11.8
8.7
7.4
11.8

SummaQA
QAGS (our impl.)

0
0

8.3
20.4

8.0
7.7

-2.9
16.8

26.2
9.1

9.9
13.7

Q U E S T E V A L W =unif orm

0
0
0
0
0
0

43.7
42.5
42.0
46.5
30.5
40.6

22.9
22.5
24.0
14.0
22.6
22.8

28.2
27.7
28.4
30.9
19.2
27.7

37.5
37.2
39.2
22.2
37.6
38.3

33.1
32.4
33.5
28.4
27.5
33.5

w/o QA neg sampl.
Q U E S T E V A L W =learned
Precision Only
Recall Only
NewsQA

Table 1: Summary-level Pearson correlation coefficients for various dimensions between automatic metrics and
human judgments on SummEval. The top section corresponds to correlations for metrics computed on 11 reference
summaries, as reported in Fabbri et al. (2020). The second section corresponds to these metrics, but given only
one reference: each of the 11 available references is used alone, and the correlations averaged. The third section
corresponds to the QA-based baselines. The bottom section corresponds to Q U E S T E V A L and its ablations.

This is done by considering a shuffled version of
the dataset, where each question is randomly assigned to a paragraph from another triplet of the
dataset. We consider these additional samples, with
flipped contexts, as unanswerable. All experiments
in this paper, except otherwise specified, use this
additional data to improve identification of unanswerable queries.

2020) is a precision oriented metric, with questions
generated from the summary.
5.4

Results

In Tables 1 and 2 we report the results for
Q U E S T E V A L , along with several ablations. W =
unif orm corresponds to setting all questions
weights equal. Conversely, W = learned corresponds to the weights learned as detailed in §4.2.
5.3 Baselines Metrics
We report the recall and precision component sepAs baselines, we considered the following:
arately. Finally, for W = learned, we also report
the results given a QA and QG component trained
N-gram based ROUGE (Lin, 2004) is the most
on NewsQA (Trischler et al., 2016), i.e. a different
widely used evaluation in summarization. This met- domain than SQuAD.
ric measures the recall of reference n-grams in the
In Table 1, we observe that, amongst existing
evaluated summary. Conversely, BLEU (Papineni
metrics, BERTScore achieves the best average
et al., 2002) computes the precision of summary
Pearson correlation with human judgements (23.1),
n-grams in the references. METEOR (Lavie and
slightly above ROUGE-1 (22.2) and BLEU (22.2).
Agarwal, 2007) is a variant that uses stemming,
These correlations are obtained when providing no
synonyms and paraphrastic matches.
less than 11 gold references, and averaging results.
LM based Leveraging recent progress in lan- Given a single reference, all these correlations are
guage modeling (LM), Zhang et al. (2019b) pro- halved. Most of the large scale datasets provide
posed BERTScore: for each token of the summary, only one reference per example in their test set
(e.g. CNN/Daily Mail and XSUM), a fact that
the maximum cosine similarity is computed over
highlights the importance of searching for more
contextualized token embeddings of the reference
reference-efficient alternatives.
summary, and the overall mean is reported.
With regards to sample efficiency, QA-based
QA based SummaQA (Scialom et al., 2019) is
metrics do not require any references. We expect
a recall oriented metric, with questions generated
Relevance to be better measured by Recall oriented
from the source document. QAGS (Wang et al., metrics, and less so for Consistency. This is con6598

Metric

Consistency

ROUGE-1
ROUGE-L
METEOR
BLEU
BERTScore

13.2
8.9
10.0
5.6
2.5

SummaQA
QAGS

17.5

Q U E S T E V A L W =unif orm

30.4
28.5
29.0
32.7
13.9
28.2

w/o QA neg sampl.
Q U E S T E V A L W =learned
Precision Only
Recall Only
NewsQA

Table 2: Summary-level Pearson correlation coefficients for Consistency between various automatic metrics and human judgments on QAGS-XSUM. The top
section corresponds to correlations for diverse metrics
computed on one reference summary. The middle section corresponds to QA-based baselines. The bottom
section corresponds to this work.

firmed in the results, where SummaQA correlates
better with Relevance than Consistency (26.2 vs
8.3), and vice versa for QAGS (9.1 vs 20.4). By unifying and extending the two, Q U E S T E V A L allows
to take both dimensions into account, improving
the average correlation by 18% (28.4 to 33.5).
The dimension benefiting the most from our
question weighter is Relevance (+4%, from 37.5
to 39.2), indicating that our classifier learns which
questions target important information. We discuss
this aspect more in depth in §5.5.
Finally, we do not observe significant differences when using a QA and QG specifically
trained on NewsQA. Compared to the other metrics, the improvement is remarkable (33.5 vs 11.8
for BERTScore), allowing better evaluations of the
systems while not even requiring references.

important

answered

3
3
7

3
7
3

Relevance Corr.
37.6
-33.5
-5.7

Table 3: Pearson correlation coefficients between human judgments (for Relevance) and the percentage of
important and/or answered questions, on SummEval
data.

of as many as 11 gold references is not realistic in
most scenarios, due to the cost of obtaining reference summaries.
To complement Table 1, we report in Figure 2
the correlations for the best baselines as we progressively decrease the number of available gold
references from 11 to 1. For all four dimensions
and all the baselines, we observe that less references result in decreased correlation and increased
variance. However, Q U E S T E V A L does not require
any reference. Therefore, the improvement over the
other metrics grows larger as the number of references used decreases. Furthermore, Q U E S T E V A L
enables the evaluation of systems even when no
gold reference is available.

Query Weighter There is no unique answer to
the question “What makes a good summary?”:
it depends on the reader’s point of view, which
makes summarization evaluation challenging. For
instance, given a contract, the seller and the buyer
could be interested in different information within
the same document. To instantiate the weighter W ,
we learn a specific dataset policy: “what kind of
questions are likely answered in the CNN/Daily
Mail training summaries?" This is a reasonable
heuristic given that editors created the summaries
following their specific policy.
5.5 Discussion
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the weighter,
Reference-less One of the main limitations for
we proceed as follows. We first consider that a
the current metrics is that they require gold refer- question q ∈ QG (D), generated on the source
ences to compute similarity scores. However, many
document, is important if the probability given
possible summaries are valid for one source docu- by the query weighter is above a threshold, i.e. if
ment. We argue that the universe of correct outputs
W (D, q) > 0.5. We then say that a question is
is much larger than in other generation tasks such as
answered if the probability of being unanswerable
machine translation. This explains why the corre- is below a threshold, i.e. QA (|S, q) < 0.5. Therelations with human judgments are largely reduced
fore, a question can belong to one of four folds,
when they are computed with only one reference
given the two above criteria (important and/or aninstead of 11 (see Table 1: BERTScore-f drops
swered). In Table 3, we measure how the percentfrom 23.1 to 11.8 in average, and other metrics
age of questions belonging to a specific fold correlikewise). Unfortunately, assuming the availability
lates with the Relevance dimension for each gen6599
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Figure 2: Variation of the Pearson correlations between various metrics and humans, versus the number of references available. Q U E S T E V A L is constant, since it is independent from the references.

erated summary on SummEval. We observe that
the percentage of questions that are important and
answered correlates positively with Relevance, as
opposed to the percentage of questions that are important but not answered. Finally, the percentage
of questions that are answered but not important
does not correlate with Relevance. This indicates
that the proposed approach is able to learn what are
the questions that should be asked or not.
We emphasize that W is a flexible component
of our framework: it can be adapted to specific
domains and applications. For instance, one could
design a specific W , to focus the evaluation on
information about specific entities, such as people
or events.

Source Document This is the embarrassing moment a
Buckingham Palace guard slipped and fell on a manhole
cover in front of hundreds of shocked tourists as he took
up position in his sentry box. [...] The Guard comprises
two detachments, one each for Buckingham Palace and St
James’s Palace, under the command of the Captain of The
Queen’s Guard.
Generated Question Where was the Changing of the
Guard held?
Weighter prediction Important Question
Answer Span Buckingham Palace
Correct Summary The Queen’s Guard slipped on a manhole cover during the Changing of the Guard at Buckingham Palace last week. [...]
Predicted Answer Buckingham Palace: 3
Hallucinated Summary The Queen’s Guard slipped on
a manhole cover during the Changing of the Guard at St
James’s Palace last week. [...]
Predicted Answer St James’s Palace: 7

An Explainable Metric One important feature
Incomplete Summary The Queen’s Guard slipped on a
of Q U E S T E V A L is its explainability. It is straightmanhole cover during the Changing of the Guard during
forward to investigate 1) what are the important
an embarrassing moment.. [...]
Predicted Answer Unanswerable: 7
points not answered in the summary and 2) what
are the inconsistencies between the source document and the summary. We illustrate this in Table 4, Table 4: Sample output from Q U E S T E V A L : a generated question, it’s predicted importance given a source
with a source document, from which a question q is
document; the corresponding predicted answers to the
generated and answered. According to the weighter
question, for three different summaries.
W , q is categorized as important. Three evaluated
summaries are then shown.
6600

sampling, rather than adversarial ones. This may
explain the improvement of a Q U E S T E V A L with a
QA model trained with negative sampling.

Pearson correlation coefficient

35.75

Figure 3: Distribution of the log probabilities of answerability – i.e. log(1 − QA (|T, q)) – for two QA
models. 1) solid lines: a model trained on SQuADv2 without the negative sampled examples. 2) dashed
lines: a model trained on SQuAD-v2 with the negative
sampled examples. The evaluated samples belong to
three distinct categories: 1) answerable, 2) unanswerable questions (but present in SQuAD-v2) and 3) the
negatively sampled ones (as described in §5.1).

The first summary S correct is factually consistent
with the source document: the predicted answer
QA (S correct , q) corresponds to the source document
answer Buckingham Palace. The second summary
S hallu is inconsistent with the source document:
the predicted answer QA (S hallu , q) does not correspond to Buckingham Palace. Finally, the third
summary S incomplete does not answer the question,
i.e. QA (S incomplete , q) = , and is thus incomplete.

35.50
35.25
35.00
34.75
34.50
34.25
34.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Beam Size

Figure 4: Pearson correlation with humans on SummEval w.r.t. the QG beam size.

Computational Complexity Following Wang
et al. (2020), we generate the questions with K =
20 beams during decoding and we keep all the different versions of the questions in the latter steps,
which improves correlations. However, the downside of this is the inference time which increases
linearly w.r.t the beam size. To be widely adopted, a
metric should not only correlate with human judgment, but also be computationally efficient. In
Figure 4 we show the variation of the average correlation with respect to the beam size. The improvement from K = 1 to K = 20 is small (34.4
to 35.6), and the rank order for the different systems remains unchanged. Therefore, we believe
that using Q U E S T E V A L with K = 1 is a reasonable choice, allowing for fast computation while
preserving satisfying correlation with human judgments.

Negative Sampling Effect In Tables 1 and 2,
we observe a decrease of performance when
Q U E S T E V A L uses a QA model trained without
negative sampling (see Section 5.2), from 33.3
to 32.4 on SummEval and from 30.4 to 28.5 on
QAGS-XSUM. In Figure 3, we report the distribu6 Conclusion
tion of the log probabilities for the two QA models,
trained with and without negative sampling. The
We proposed Q U E S T E V A L , a new reference-less
QA model exposed to the negative sampling dur- framework to evaluate summarization models,
ing training, learns to separate better the negative
which unifies previous QA-based approaches and
sampled questions (for negative, i.e. red lines, the
extends them with question weighting, accounting
dashed line is more on the left than the solid line).
all in one for factual consistency, relevance and
Indeed, the unanswerable questions of SQuAD- information selection.
v2 were written adversarially by crowd-workers, to
Compared to existing metrics, we find that
look similar to answerable ones. However, in the
Q U E S T E V A L correlates dramatically better with
context of Q U E S T E V A L , unanswerable questions
human judgments, while at the same time not reare not adversarial: it simply often happens that the
quiring any reference. This allows for more accusummary does not contain the answer. Therefore, rate comparison between systems. Moreover, any
Q U E S T E V A L deals in practice with unanswerable
progress in question answering and generation can
questions that look like those built with negative
directly be applied within our proposed framework,
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leading to additional improvements. We make the
code available5 with the hope that it will contribute
to further progress in the field.
We have started to adapt Q U E S T E V A L to other
Natural Language Generation tasks that suffer from
the same evaluation limitations, e.g. Text Simplification (Scialom et al., 2021), Image Captioning
(Lee et al., 2021), and Data To Text (Rebuffel
et al., 2021). In future work, we plan to extend
Q U E S T E V A L to multilingual scenarios such as Machine Translation and Multilingual Summarization.
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Implementation details As any NLP task can be
framed under the text-to-text paradigm, allowing
to remove task specificities from the architecture
(Raffel et al., 2019), we build QG, QA, and P , as
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Anna Rohrbach, Lisa Anne Hendricks, Kaylee Burns,
Trevor Darrell, and Kate Saenko. 2018. Object
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arXiv:1809.02156.

seq2seq models. We use the T5-base model (Raffel
et al., 2019) implemented in Hugging Face (Wolf
et al., 2019). We trained our models on a single
Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti GPU with 11G RAM.
For selecting entities as the answers candidates,
we use spaCy 2 6 .
For all the experiments, we used the default
hyper-parameters.
For all the variations of hyper-parameters and
models, we tested QuestEval on QAGS-XSUM
data, in order to keep SummEval unseen at test
time.
When we compute QuestEval precision or recall only , we observe a significant improvement
over both QAGS and SummaQA. This improvement could be due to implementation differences:
Scialom et al. (2019) use a rule based system to
generate SummaQA’s questions, and QAGS filters
the questions via various heuristics. Instead, we
rely on a T5-base neural generator and use only
one simple heuristic. Both QAGS and SummaQA
use BART/BERT for their models, while we use a
smaller model, T5-base, coupled with our negative
sampling method. Each of these changes improve
the results, their combination showed that they add
up.

changed. By removing it we lower the computation
to 1.82sec/doc. We plan to release an optimised
version of QuestEval, including caching ability, as
well as releasing all the questions on the development and test sets for XSUM & CNN/DM, which
will reduce the computation cost for future evaluation.

Computational Complexity We believe it is important to develop effective methods before finding
ways to speed them up. Despite being slower than
ROUGE, QuestEval correlates much better with
human judgments while not needing actual human
annotators. The current running time with a single
RTX 2080 is 2.53sec per document on average on
CNN/DM.
Now that QuestEval effectiveness is confirmed,
we plan to focus in future work on speeding up its
implementation. Distilled models seems a promising direction.7
Moreover, a large space for improvement is possible with implementation tricks, e.g. caching the
results, since always the same questions are generated. In particular, what takes most of the time
is the generation of the questions on the source
document: 1) it is an autoregressive process, and 2)
the source document is longer than the summary,
hence contains more questions. However, those
questions are required to be generated only once
and for all, since the source document remains un6

https://spacy.io/api/entityrecognizer
https://efficientqa.github.io/assets/
report.pdf
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